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The ‘legalisation of international politics’ literature seeks to explain a striking phenomenon. Contrary to realist
expectations, since the late 1970s states have frequently engaged in institutionalised co-operation even under
conditions of anarchy (regime theory). Since 1989, however, they have also begun delegating the supervision of this
co-operation to independent legal authorities – something realism has an even harder time explaining. Why, after all,
would states risk losing control of important parts of domestic and foreign policy? Liberal institutionalists have so far
dominated the discussion. By ‘disaggregating’ the state, they have claimed, we can see see how powerful domestic
constituencies mobilise to protect the benefits of co-operation from the interference of states.

For some this will be interesting enough, but it is likely to leave those less intrigued by these questions rather cold. A
number of alternative explanations for ‘legalisation’ have, however, been developed in other fields. This overview will
also introduce these approaches – drawn from constructivist, communicative, and world culture literatures – and
indicate important readings in its footnotes. It then discusses well-known problems with measuring the importance of
legalisation, and shows how all explanations in fact assume theories about how legal systems work, and from where
they derive their force. Finally, in an effort to communicate some of the interest of this topic, it very briefly describes
how various well-known social theories – from Marx, Habermas, Foucault and Bourdieu – can be used to critique and
improve upon those assumed by the legalisation literature. It concludes with some speculative remarks about how an
interpretive approach might usefully be developed complement such critical views.

 

Approaches to Legalisation

a) Liberal theories

Broadly, liberal approaches to legalisation can be divided into ‘neo-functionalist’ and non-functionalist strands.
(Although in fact most writings in this tradition combine both). The neo-functionalist strand has been inspired,
notably, by attempts to explain the extraordinary transfers of sovereignty at the heart of the project of European
integration. Andrew Moravcsik has, for example, famously argued that the EU’s idealistic rhetoric conceals the fact
that powerful states have strategically designed institutions to benefit from increasing economic ties[1]. Integration is
functional to interdependence. Legalisation, under conditions of increased co-operation, reduces the transaction
costs associated with informal negotiation[2]. But the process is also politicised as stronger states, under pressure
from domestic constituencies, are in the best position to profit from these changes (hence neo-functionalism)[3].
Other liberal scholars have applied similar arguments to the European Court of Justice, suggesting that an increase
in trade flows has led to a higher demand for litigation by private actors[4]. Judges have thus found themselves ruling
on a greater variety of areas, and ‘legalising’, or ‘judicialising’, more kinds of co-operation. Robert Keohane’s
discussion of another classic liberal topic – the shift from a relatively informal (GATT) to relatively legalised (WTO)
world trade regime – summarises this approach[5]. Liberal theories, he claims, identify an ‘intimate connection
between globalization and legalization’, caused by ‘thickening webs of interdependence’. States, however, ‘comply
with law based largely on calculations of costs and benefits. They do not comply automatically on the basis of habit or
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the fact that compliance is appropriate’[6].

These structuralist features of neo-functionalist accounts are frequently complemented by what might be termed
‘agency’ components. More specifically, it is obvious for many liberal theorists that design choices for new legal
institutions are crucial for explaining for their future prospects. Indeed, if these choices were not significant, it would
difficult to understand why liberal scholars have recently sought out international lawyers for help predicting the
effects of various legal regimes[7]. These attempts have clearly been motivated by a desire to produce institutional
design best practice. The one design choice they have most singled out as an explanation for effective legalisation is
that over whether to grant states and individuals, or only states, access to transnational dispute resolution
processes[8]. Such a decision, unsurprisingly, has often been welcomed by private parties, since its grants them
unprecedented access to the international political sphere. These persons are unlikely, of course, to assess the
‘sovereignty costs’ of such action in the same way that states do; something now obvious in British controversies
over the  European Court of Human Rights[9].

The very existence of such controversies is, nevertheless, a somewhat curious fact. It is evidently difficult to interpret
the extraordinarily varied and wide-ranging jurisprudence of the Strasbourg Court – from prisoners’ voting rights to
the legality of ‘dwarf-tossing’ – as ‘functional’ to economic interdependence. Nor can it be easily be seen as serving
the (narrowly defined) interests of powerful states and/or their most influential domestic constituencies. Instead, as
two leading liberal theorists have themselves suggested, individual access to international courts must be
understood as part of a normative shift towards the idea of a ‘global community of law’[10]. Normative concerns
clearly combine with material considerations during negotiations over the mandates of such legal bodies. No matter
the interests at stake, as some high-profile recent research in the liberal tradition has also suggested, some state
behaviour can only be explained by a ‘belief’ in the idea of human rights[11]. Once such propositions is accepted,
furthermore, it becomes easier to detect similar dynamics even in areas like trade. As two of the more functionalist-
minded scholars of legalisation concede, actors frequently ‘bring to bear both normative and material powers’ in such
disputes. To be clear, as the earlier citation from Keohane suggests, liberal theorists typically do not see these
ideational motivations operating ‘automatically’. They are mediated or complemented by other material motivations. It
would not seem unfair to suggest, however, that specifying the precise relationship between ‘ideas’ and ‘interests’ in
legalisation remains a weak-point the liberal tradition[12].

b) World culture approaches

The clearest contrast with neo-functionalism can be found in the ‘world culture’ school of institutional sociology.
Contra Keohane, states, on this account, do frequently comply with law on the basis of simple appropriateness. Law,
these sociologists claim, is ‘inherently neither functional nor repressive’. But is in fact ‘important for its linkage to
perceived universal principles’, derived from the modern Enlightenment successor to the (Ancient Greek and
Christian) ‘Western cultural account’[13]. From these origins ‘world culture’, which has steadily been spreading
throughout the world since the nineteenth-century, has inherited various deeply-rooted characteristics. Within its
orbit, notably, ‘of all the possible forms political entities might take’, those where ‘rational and responsible states rule
via ‘authoritative, law-based control systems’ are ‘utterly dominant’[14]. This (Western) cultural preference for
rationalised and formal governance, and aversion to informal and negotiated forms of social organisation, has long
explained legalisation within nation states. In a period of hastening globalisation, however, it may now also explain
similar developments at the global political level. This framework, certainly, has been applied with much success to
case studies that are difficult to understand in functionalist terms. The International Criminal Court (ICC) and many
human rights regimes, as mentioned above, appear to be neither serve processes of economic integration, nor state
interests[15].

c) Constructivism

Constructivists occasionally endorse these ideas. They note, for example, that law is in many ways ‘constitutive’ of
international relations[16]. States will thus often relate to each other by accepting some laws – usually derivable from
world culture – as simply non-negotiable. ‘Customary’ international law, for example, is often invoked by lawyers to
refer to those ideas accepted by the international community[17]. The ICC, for example – which complements the
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more informal system of ad hoc international criminal tribunals created in the 1990s – is a product of changes in
international legal ‘custom’. After 1989, international lawyers began to declare that some crimes against humanity
breached jus cogens norms, standards that the international community rejects. Subsequent state behaviour may,
perhaps, be seen as reflecting deep internalisation of these ideas[18]. This development may indicate the arrival in
the international sphere of a world cultural preference for rationalized legal systems.

Characteristically, however, constructivists are critical of world culture scholars’ attempts to explain these legalisation
trends[19]. How, for example, can a (more than two-thousand year-old) ‘Western cultural account’ explain the many
rapid changes in customary law that followed the end of the Cold War? The agency of the international lawyers
disappears completely. Constructivists try instead to identify where, when, and how the material interests of powerful
states are re-configured by norms in a way leading to legalisation. They do not see the process as automatic, but
rather as the consequence of the strategic social construction, or ‘framing’, of diverse social phenomena as breaches
‘law’. The essays in one important early collection, for instance, describe how transnational networks promoted the
idea of human rights in East Africa and Latin America in a way that encouraged domestic actors to see some
authoritarianism as no longer in their interest[20]. They also capitalised on various infamous incidents in the history of
South African apartheid to encourage Western publics to mobilise – again using the idea if human rights – against
their governments’ foreign policies[21].

On occasion, these tactics of persuasion, shock and behavioural influence may lead to the creation of new
international legal regimes. The international apparatus created to monitor ‘violence against women’ is a good
example of this. As Kathryn Sikkink describes, NGOs in the mid-1970s ‘literally created the issue’ by bringing diverse
practices – rape, domestic violence, dowry death and female genital circumcision – under the same criminal law
umbrella[22]. This was followed by the ‘social construction of legal rules’, as the same activists began campaign
towards the General Assembly’s 1994 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, and its regional
enforcement mechanisms[23]. The basic contrast in scope with liberal theories is clear. Whereas the former would
prefer to reserve the concept of legalisation for the transference of existing co-operation from informal to legal
institutions, scholars like Sikkink see no reason why anything should not be ‘legalised’.

d) Communicative approaches

The approaches discussed thus far all paint a rather bleak picture of legalisation. Massive social and economic
processes, the narrows interests of powerful groups, and behavioural change agendas are placed at the centre of
their explanations. Communicative approaches, by contrast, suggest that states and other actors may, in certain
kinds of negotiation, support legalisation because the ‘better argument’ has been offered in its favour[24]. They see
politics as sometimes involving appeals to decision-makers’ intellectual faculties, and not just to their psycho-social
dispositions (constructivism), or material interests (realism and many liberal theories). Decisions may not just be
taken, that is, because of their effects (‘the logic of consequences’), or because of social approval (‘the logic of
appropriateness’), but sometimes because they are rational from international society’s point if view. These
communicative theories also hope to counter teleological tendencies in their competitors. Much of the history of
international negotiation, for example, bears witness dramatic shifts in position: apparently inexplicable by reference
to participants’ fundamental identities or perceptions of their interest.

The inspiration of these approaches in general, and for their of view of law in particular, is the work of Jürgen
Habermas. His writings on this topic can be read, in very general terms, as a defence of the popular belief that
modern legal systems represent, at base, reasoned social consensus over the organisation of society[25]. The
debates in Paris and Philadelphia that produced the constitutions of revolutionary France and America are here
paradigmatic examples. Crucially, however, the participants in these debates shared the same ‘life world’. For
decades, that is, face-to-face in coffee shops and salons, they had been able to engage in far-reaching
conversations over not only the details of particular proposals, but also the assumptions that lay behind them[26].
These ‘ideal speech situations’ allowed them to re-assess both their cultural prejudices and narrow interests, and
ultimately to produce the normative foundations of enlightened political systems. However, the fragmentation of
modern society in a number of self-regulating ‘systems’, each regulated by their own distinct and highly complex legal
codes, makes these processes difficult to replicate. The media and business interests that dominate these systems
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are now clearly opposed to any public deliberation over one set of principles that would govern all of them[27]. In
Habermas’ early days at least, these difficulties were compounded by his class analysis of the 18th century
revolutions: the revolutionaries’ life world was thoroughly bourgeois[28]. It would not be easy to institutionalise their
discussions in mass, pluralist societies. In more recent years, though, he has contented himself with calling for EU
constitution-making processes to be subjected to democratic debate and referenda[29].

Empirical research on legalisation from a communicative perspective attempts to identify negotiating scenarios that
approximate to a shared life-world. It generally suggests that such situations produce the legalisation of some
international problems based on principled legal language, such as that drawn from public and/or constitutional law.
Where shared life-worlds are absent, by contrast – like during cultural conflict or when back-room deals promote
undeclared interests – more informal, compromise-based arrangements tend to result. A communicative analysis of
the creation of the ICC, for example, locates key ‘islands of persuasion’ in the debating process[30]. At key junctures,
states’ negotiating teams were invited by NGOs to participate in round-table discussions with other delegations from
their region. The informal exercise of power and cultural misunderstandings were thus, it is claimed, excluded from
discussion. This dialogue in a shared life-world may have led to states to have changed their position on the ICC:
shifting from a cautious position concerned with its effects (‘the logic of consequences’), to a more positive one that
highlighted international ‘public interest’ in the new institution (‘communicative rationality’).

This view of law is both descriptive and normative. Its ability to critique current practice is as important as its
empirical view of legalisation. Nevertheless, key features of the communicative account of legalisation are clearly still
in need of a more robust defence. Is it really the case, for example, that ‘ideal speech situations’ and shared ‘life
worlds’ actually favour problem-solving by principled institutions? Could counter-examples not be found? As the
leading communicative theorist himself points out, furthermore, the scope of Habermas’ ‘life-world’ is unclear and
difficult to specify for empirical research[31]. The question of just how much common cultural background is required
is a tricky one. Whilst the ICC study above, for example, finds it approximated in regional fora (SADC, Mercosur etc.),
others have suggested that all diplomats in act share common cultural assumptions that enable international
discussion (p.7)[32].

 

The Measurement Problem

The previous section has outlined various ways in which legalisation might be explained. But how in fact do we know
when it has taken place? For world culture and communicative approaches this question is not important. The former
takes such a long view of its subject that arguments over whether specific cases count are more or less irrelevant.
The latter largely disclaims any interest in potential instances of legalisation that do not match its normative concerns.
Between constructivists and liberal institutionalists, however, the question has been hotly debated. The former, in
keeping with their general focus on the social context of formal institutions, generally insist that it only makes sense to
talk about legalisation when new rules elicit compliance[33]. The latter, by contrast, often claim to only seek to
explain the creation of new legal bureaucracies; ‘legalisation’, as a key formula has it, ‘is a particular form of
institutionalisation’[34]. Institutions can be said to be legalised according to three criteria: ‘the degree to which rules
are obligatory, the precision of those rules, and the delegation of some functions of interpretation, monitoring, and
implementation to a third party’[35].

From this, however, it is unclear why legalisation represents a subject of any interest. As any student of sub-Saharan
African regional organisations can confirm, the world is full of bureaucratic institutions that have these formal
characteristics but no apparent effect on the outside world. We surely require some grip on the political effects of
legal forms. Unfortunately, though, measuring these effects is extremely difficult. It is far from clear, for instance, that
the liberals’ inclusion of ‘precision’ as an attribute of legalisation corresponds to an increased capacity to effectively
influence behaviour. Liberals themselves recognise aspects of this problem – highlighting, for example, that parties to
informal regimes may actually choose to leave if the rules appear too legalised or restrictive[36]. But they are perhaps
still to fully appreciate the extent to which we can only measure ‘compliance’ with legal systems after adopting some
theoretical view of what they are[37].
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This point has been made by a number of authors. Constructivists have alleged, for example, that the liberals’
definition of legalisation implicitly reflects the legal positivism of H.L.A. Hart[38]. This theory, the constructivists take
it, serves to isolate particular rules from the systems of which they are part. This does indeed appear to be how the
liberal approach has often proceeded, and the problems with it are certainly striking. As Ronald Dworkin famously
argued, for instance, in ‘hard cases’ difficult questions are less over whether rules have been followed, but rather
over which rules are to be applied. The answer to this second question, Dworkin argues, inevitably depends on
judges’ view of the normative values underpinning the system[39]. The nineteenth-century positivist view of legal
rules as self-standing commands is, in this sense, clearly inadequate.

Hart’s updated version of this theory for the twentieth-century, however, advanced a much more sophisticated view
of compliance. He suggested that rules not only have ‘external’ aspects (their legal validity), but also ‘internal’
aspects (as socially accepted standards for behaviour). At least those officials responsible for maintaining the legal
system must have some ‘internal’ commitment to upholding the standards rules represent. They do not do so, that is,
merely because they have to, but rather because – at some level – they believe it to be the right thing to do. If they did
not, it is difficult to see how the legal system could maintain itself[40]. Hart’s insistence on the importance of social
context for compliance is therefore more closely resembles the constructivist position.

Thomas Franck, finally, once influentially argued that compliance with rules is obtained when those rules are believed
to be procedurally legitimate[41]. This is in contrast to the constructivist emphasis on socialisation. On Franck’s
account, legal norms are respected, in part, after conscious assessments by individuals of the merits of the
processes that created them. Laws in democratic countries thus typically elicit more compliance than those made in
authoritarian settings. This view has affinities with ‘process’ theories of law production, which see legal systems as
socio-political decision making-processes, and not as mere generators of commands. It also bears important
resemblances to the Habermas’ view of law described earlier. Like Habermas, Franck’s view combines normative
and descriptive elements, colouring its opposition to ‘habitual’ accounts of compliance. The law, for Habermas as for
Franck, ultimately derives its legitimacy – and hence its force – from who has been able to participate in its
production, and under what conditions.

 

Evaluating Legalisation: Critical approaches to the force of law

One’s view of whether legalisation has important effects therefore depends on one’s theory of the nature of legal
systems. Unless we accept the normative components of the communicative approach, however, these legal theories
will tell us little about how to evaluate this development. Critical assessments certainly abound in the literature. But
these in turn frequently depend on accounts of the force of law that undercut those offered by ‘mainstream’ legal
theory. This final section will outline three of the best known, and then provide a speculative assessment of their
merits.

a) Foucault

From a Foucauldian perspective, the attempt to measure compliance with rules misses the point[42]. Legalisation’s
effects, if they exist, will not be those it proclaims. According to Foucault’s famous ‘expulsion of the law’ thesis, whilst
absolutist states in pre-modern Europe did exercise power by means of authoritative commands, the modern era saw
coercion largely replaced by discipline[43]. What the law said, in other words, now affected behaviour in much less
important ways than the disciplinary apparatus of the new society: the asylum, prison, and other implementers of
sociological ‘insights’. Ironically, this shift to a new disciplinary society coincided precisely with legal theorists’
attempt to describe law in terms of sovereign command (see especially John Austin and Jeremy Bentham, the
inventor of the Panopticon). Legal ideology thus serves to distract us from a clear view of how power operates. The
proliferation of rules does not serve to directly shape behaviour, or protect from sovereign power, but instead helps to
produce a certain ideal of the actor, which is then compelled to internalise this model and govern itself accordingly.

Applied to the legalisation of IR, this theory of the force of the law is dismissive of the idea that new regimes have
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served to formalise co-operation. It argues instead that a new emphasis on the ‘international rule of law’ has in fact
helped produce a (Anglo-American) model of legitimate ‘legal’ international behaviour[44]. It increases the power of
this undeclared ideal; an international ‘rule through law’. Interestingly, however, some of the strongest support for this
view has in fact come from liberal scholars themselves – often the target of Foucauldian critiques. Far from naively
advocating for a neat contrast between the coercive power of sovereignty and the protective power of law, they have
often recognised that power is most efficiently exercised when actors govern themselves. As Anne-Marie Slaughter
has stated, to the extent that legal rules actually do threaten to constrain behaviour, they risk undermining the
productive power of ‘soft law’ governing informal co-operation,

‘Legalization can blunt the power of soft power. These networks do not operate through coercion, they are horizontal
networks, net works of equals from different nations. The power they exercise is in information exchange,
persuasion, deliberation, and socialization. It is important power, power that neither we nor many political scientists
fully recognize. It is, I think, an increasingly important power in the information age. If you legalize, you will
immediately return to models of coercive power, and to the international lawyer’s perennial problem: the lack of real
coercive power in the international system’[45].

b) Marxian approaches

Dissatisfaction with Foucauldian interpretations frequently stems from their apparent lack of interest in inequalities of
power. Emphasis on the diffuse and far-reaching power of discourse replaces a focus on significant actors. Marxian
writings on law and politics have, of course, long had this in view. One of its strands, prominent in Das Kapital, has
often described law as a direct expression of the distribution of power in society[46]. Its force is ideological and flows
directly from the nature of capitalism. Its (modern) insistence on equality should thus be understood as masking real
inequalities. This is similar to the ‘fetishism’ that accompanies the ‘free’ exchange of commodities in the market,
concealing to the un-freedoms that it requires. China Miéville has applied these ideas, as formulated by the Soviet
jurist Evgeny Pashunkanis, with notable sophistication to international law[47]. For Miéville the notion of sovereign
equality is a particularly important example of how law can serve to occult power relations. Legalisation, we can take
it, would likewise be interpreted as imparting a false air of equality and consent to diplomatic processes whose reality
is profoundly coercive. As Miéveille concludes, ‘the chaotic and bloody world around us is the rule of law’ (emphasis
in original)[48].

Another important strand of Marxian work, however, has adopted a less trenchant attitude to politics in legal form.
Engels himself, reflecting on organised struggles such as that for a legal limit on the working day, argued that law
could not retain any specific force if it merely served the interests of power. It had, at least occasionally, to do justice
for the illusion to be maintained[49]. In the late 1960s and 1970s, as the attraction of Soviet Communism began to
wane in the West, this notion of the ‘relative autonomy’ of law from politics became increasingly popular amongst
historians and legal theorists of the Left[50].

c) Bourdieu

It was in reaction to these debates that Pierre Bourdieu began to formulate his own distinctive approach to the
question of law’s force[51]. At its heart lies the shift ‘from law to legal field’[52]. Like Foucault, Bourdieu believed that
the power of modern law had relatively little to do with its content. He too was deeply sceptical of Habermasian
attempts to link legal principles and timeless truths. Indeed, whilst law had classically been conceived as instrument
for moving the basis of society from (local) status to (universal) contract, Bourdieu placed struggles for status at its
very centre. Unlike Foucault, moreover, he also believed we should turn our attention towards ‘legal fields’: social
domains with specific requirements of membership, comprising not just legal knowledge but sets of unconscious
dispositions and behaviours (‘habitus’) acquired from elite education. A wider focus on social class, or the
disciplinary society, risks failing to do justice to law’s autonomy from other social fields. This is particularly necessary
given how the technical nature and idiosyncrasy of legal language ensures an ‘effect of closure’, isolating its effects
from outside gaze[53]. Whilst, finally, the Marxian ‘relative autonomy’ thesis perhaps elevates its insight into a
universal, timeless construct, Bourdieuan approaches attempt to specify where, when, and how the legal fields
acquires this autonomy from other social powers.
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The scholars who have done most to pursue this research agenda to problems of international legalisation are Yves
Dezelay and Bryant Garth. They show how international law has acquired much of its force, and international legal
fields much of their autonomy, thanks to ‘investment’ in it by prestigious individuals within national legal fields during
times of change. (This is part of a wider effort to give a more nuanced picture of ‘globalisation’.) Their discussion of
the new international commercial arbitration regimes in the later twentieth century, for example, highlighted on the
importance of decolonisation and the oil crises of the 1970s for the global economy[54]. The ideological split between
First World and Third World in this period placed great stress on neutrality in the resolution of disputes. ‘The grand
old men’ of European legal fields were able to trade their ‘symbolic capital’ acquired in national arenas for status as
neutral arbiters in the new international order. However, as new entrants began to emerge from the South,
‘technocrats’ from American law firms profited from the symbolic fragmentation of the field that these changes
provoked. The prestige of the ‘grand old men’ was not universal. The American firms emphasised ‘transparency’,
and promoted a legal orthodoxy more centred around facts than law: an approach supposedly open to those outside
the charmed circles of the European Old Guard. International commercial arbitration thus acquired much of the
prestige associated with the elite law firms of the East Coast.

After 1989, powerful forces associated with American business and the multilateralist, free-trade wing of the foreign
policy establishment pushed for a competing system to regulate trade. With the premium on neutrality reduced in the
new liberal order, ‘a decline in the importance of win/lose decision-making […] provided an opportunity for U.S. power
to flow into ‘softer’ forms of hegemony associated with legal approaches and institutions’[55]. The legalisation of
trade, notably, was not a product the need to reduce transaction costs under globalization (as sometimes suggested
by liberal theories), but in fact reflected the dominance of the preferences of ‘New York legal elite’ in foreign-policy
making. The symbolic capital this group enjoyed in the domestic legal field was traded for that in the global political
one: a ‘strong U.S, position in favor of open markets abroad is now enshrined in global law’[56].

Bryant and Garth have also made a similar argument for human rights. The importance accorded to this notion in the
U.S. political field in the 1970s and 1980s, they claim, has led to its legalisation by foreign policy interests, and to
lawyers’ worldwide with connections to prestigious U.S. law schools ‘importing’ the idea into their domestic political
fields[57]. Hence its importance, for example, in the Latin American politics of the same period[58]. The ‘rule of law’,
similarly, has been imported into political fields worldwide by elite lawyers benefiting from international networks to
‘broker’ processes of globalisation[59]. The force of law in these fields is determined by the prestige and status
associated with these connections.

 

A Speculative Conclusion

For all the power and interest of the above explanations, we might still wonder, however, if any of them are truly
suited to explaining their object. The anarchical society of international relations is now governed by more than 125
international courts with judicial or quasi-judicial functions; a development matched by the rapid penetration of
international legal language and practice into domestic orders[60]. The explosion of the quantity and scope of such
new institutions after 1989 has been quite extraordinary. Its effects on international political discourse have been
similarly far-reaching. For instance, debates between Right and Left that were once widely understood as political
conflicts over distributional choice, are now routinely discussed as clashes between ‘first’ and ‘second’ generations
of human rights. In response to this we cannot claim, as some may be tempted, that merely reflects the arrival of
more high-minded political language. Courts worldwide are in fact obliged to integrate these notions, however
aspirational, into a jurisprudence that regulates existing social orders. And these rulings often have important
effects[61]. Nor does it seem reasonable to suggest that the choice of ‘rights-talk’ for political struggles can forever
remain a strategic one, with little consequence for how we think and imagine the world[62]. If perhaps true for
particular moments, the long-term effects of this discourse – whatever we think of the ‘linguistic turn’ – are surely
significant ones. Legalisation is both a cause and product of a new way of thinking about world politics.

Nevertheless, as we have seen, it is extremely to measure these effects in empirical terms. Attempts to explain
legalisation in terms of massive social processes – globalization, capitalism, the spread of world culture, the
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discipling of society, or (brokered) transformations in the global economy – appear inadequate to account for both the
speed of the process in recent years, and for the spread of the political imagination that has accompanied it. More
agent-centered accounts, by contrast, such as the constructivism of Kathryn Sikkink or the communicative approach,
successfully explain particular cases of ‘where’ and ‘when’, but struggle with recent legalisation’s sheer breadth and
scope. The time is therefore ripe, in this author’s view, for an interpretive account that places recent discursive shifts
at the heart of our explanation of the legalisation of world politics.

—
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